Introducing *Arabella Quartette*, a beautiful new quilt project from Maywood Studio and Debbie Beaves. A great opportunity for retailers, this versatile pattern is designed for use as either a BOM or single kit, and is offered as an exclusive password-protected free download.

- A password to unlock the free pattern will be provided to customers (wholesale only) ordering **at least one** of the following:
  - One bolt of all SKUs needed to create *Arabella Quartette*
  - 10 yard case assortment of *Arabella* (MASARACA)*
  - Full collection of *Arabella* in 15 yard pieces

- **FPD-MASAQBOM** must be entered on each order

- Password and download information will be emailed to each qualifying customer.

**FREE DOWNLOAD INCLUDES:**

- Sewing instructions for 12 blocks (4 blocks, 3 variations of each) great for teaching fabric, color and value placement and how they affect the blocks.

- Use as a 6 or 12 month BOM, or as a single kit.